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The UV line spectrum of the soft X{ray transient XTE J1118+480: a CNO-processed core exposed




abstract We compare UV spectra of the recent soft X{ray transients XTE J1118+480 and XTE J1859+226.
The emission line strengths in XTE J1118+480 strongly suggest that the accreting material has been CNO
processed. We show that this system must have come into contact with a secondary star of about 1.5M,
and an orbital period  15 hr, very close to the bifurcation value at which nuclear and angular momentum
loss timescales are similar. Subsequent evolution to the current period of 4.1 hr was driven by angular mo-
mentum loss. In passing through a period of 7.75 hr the secondary star would have shown essentially normal
surface abundances. XTEJ1118+480 could thus represent a slightly later evolutionary stage of A0620{00.
We briefly discuss the broad Lyα absorption wings in XTEJ1118+480.
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INTRODUCTION sec:intro The recently-discovered soft X{ray transient (SXT) XTE J1118+480 ( =
KV UMa; Remillard et al 2000) lies at high galactic latitude, close to the Lockman Hole in the local ISM.
The exceptionally low interstellar absorption permits unprecedented wavelength coverage (Mauche et al 2000,
Hynes et al 2000, McClintock et al 2001b, Chaty et al 2002).
A low amplitude photometric modulation with period 4.1 hr was reported by Cook et al (2000) and
Uemura et al (2000). Dubus et al (2000) present spectroscopy showing an emission line radial velocity
‘S-wave’ modulation at a period close to this. This period was recently conrmed as orbital, and a mass
function of f(M)  6M was measured by McClintock et al (2001a) and Wagner et al (2001). Therefore
the accretor clearly has to be a black hole.
We present the UV line spectrum of XTE J1118+480, which we compare with that of another recent
SXT, XTE J1859+226. Full analyses of these HST spectra will be presented elsewhere (Hynes et al 2002a,b;
Chaty et al 2002). Here we focus on the prior evolution of XTEJ1118+480.
OBSERVATIONS
We obtained HST spectra of XTE J1859+226nearthepeakofoutburston1999October18and27andNovember6.Ateachepoc
UV spectrawereobtainedusingthelow−resolutionG140Lgratingandwide(0.5 arcsec)slit, yieldingwavelengthcoverage1150−
−1730 A andresolution 2.1 A.Weusedthestandardpipelinedataproductsexceptthatthespectralextractionwasdonebyhandus
and O i1302 A).Afterextractingtheone−dimensionalspectra(withthepipelinewavelengthandfluxcalibrations), weresampled
timeweightedaverage.
For XTE J1118+480, weobtainedhigh−resolution(echelle)spectrausingtheE140Mgratingand0.2 arcsecsquareaperture
timeweighting.Theprocessisclearlynotperfect.Inparticular, thereareanumberofabruptstepsinthespectrumatlongerwavele
Figure 1 gives the UV spectra of XTE J1118+480 and XTE J1859+226. Both show interstellar absorp-
tion features. In XTEJ1118+480 these appear sharper because the spectral resolution was higher.
EMISSION LINES The dierence in the equivalent widths of the emission lines in the two systems is
striking (Fig. 1, Table 1; Haswell et al 2000). In XTEJ1859+226 C ivisthestrongestline, withN v, C iii, O v, Si iv, andHe iials
raybrightLMXB(cfScoX−1, Kallman, Boroson,&V rtilek1998).Comparedtocataclysmicvariables(CV s), theN v/C ivratio
480, thecarbonandoxygenlinesareundetectable, whiletheN vemissionappearsenhanced.Asimilaranomalousemissionlinespe
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